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Hold and protect your ID badge while
protecting the environment

Today many organisations concerned with 
their carbon footprint are seeking products 
that are pollution free and have a minimal 
impact on the environment. 

If you are looking for an earth-friendly 
solution for displaying your ID badges, 
our new DOP-free vinyl badge holders  and 
strap clip are a very sound choice:

• Protect badges against dirt and abrasion
• Increase visibility of ID 
• Ideal for meetings, exhibitions, 
   promotions
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Contact us for sample and pricing

DOP Free Badge Holders and Strap Clips

DOP (DiOctyl Phthalate) is a 
plasticiser added to plastic to 
make it fl exible. It has been 
shown to contain toxins 
harmful to health and the 
environment.

Our DOP free products do 
not contain these harmful 
plasticisers.

DOP free products can be 
recycled without adding 
harmful contaminates to the 
environment.

Earth-friendly, recyclable 
DOP-free badge holders and 
strap clips – a sound choice 
for our planet

a sound choice for our planet

Here is your opportunity to
contribute to a cleaner
environment buy purchasing 
more earth friendly products
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Item 2105-2045 
Metal crocodile clip with DOP-free, 
recyclable vinyl strap and metal snaps

Item 1815-1121
DOP-free, recyclable vinyl badge holder 
(Insert:59H X 86W mm) - (H) landscape

Item 1815-1120
DOP-free, recyclable vinyl badge holder 
(Insert:86H X 59W mm) - (V) portrait

a sound choice for our planet

DOP Free ID attachments

Now, you can choose from 2 DOP-free 
vinyl badge holders to hold and display 
your ID cards. Available in horizontal 
(landscape) and vertical (portrait) format, 
they are as rugged and functional as PVC 
(Polyvinyl Chloride) holders.

To attach these DOP free card holder we 
advise the DOP free strap clip, which is as 
strong and durable as our standard strap 
clips.
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